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Abstract— In this paper a novel scheme and study for spaces that makes the Gelfand Shilov technique to generalize the Laplace
Stieltjes transform a simple objective function a combination of two different transforms in the Distributional Generalized sense
appropriate domains for harmonic analysis needs to be taken into consideration during the planning modeling operating Cauchy
problems and performing various operations due to wide spread applicability to solve the PDE involving distributional condition.
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INTRODUCTION

The theory of distributional integral transform that objects which generalize functions have its origin in the work of Schwartz
[1]. The roots of the method is stressed back to the work of Oliver Heaviside [1890]; due to the concept of derivative to all the
integrable functions used to solve formulate generalized solutions of partial differential equations involving distributional conditions
like the equation of propagation of heat in cylindrical coordinates imposing generalized boundary conditions, especially in the
quantum field theory.
They play a crucial role in mathematical analysis, mathematical physics, and engineering where many continuous, non-continuous
problems naturally lead to differential equations whose solutions are distributions, such as the Dirac-delta which is used to model the
density of an idealized point mass or point charge as a function to zero everywhere except for zero and it's integral over the entire real
line is one. Recently, the theory of distributions devised by L.Schwartz is used in the microlocal analysis, signal processing, image
processing, wavelets, the Schwartz spaces, as we need by Laurent Schwartz. The linear parts of such equations have motivational
distributional generalized Laplace Stieltjes transform defined in [2, 5].
We studied a class of Gelfand Shilov spaces [7, 8] and their closed subspaces of analytic signals which are almost
exponentially localized in time and frequency variables. The description of progressive Gelfand-Shilov type spaces [18] was given by
almost exponential decay in time and frequency variables, which do not contain explicit regularity conditions. The spaces have gained
more attention in connection with the modulation spaces [14] localization operators [9, 15], the corresponding pseudo-differential
calculus in [6, 16, 17, 20] the projective descriptions of a general class of Gelfand Shilov spaces of Roumieu type are indispensable
for achieving completed tensor product representations of different important classes of vector valued ultra-differentiable functions [4,
10, 13] of Roumieu. The main interest comes historically from Quantum Mechanics, where the exponential decay of eigen functions
have intensively studied. Gelfand Shilov type spaces [11,12, 19] in which the topology of bounded convergence is assigned to the dual
function study with the Symbol-Global operator's type in the context of time-frequency analysis.
We start by recalling some facts about LS type spaces Gelfand Shilov having the approach to solve differential equations mainly
Cauchy’s obtained in the modeling of various technical fields transform the defined LS domain next obtain solution by applying to
related distributional generalized Laplace Stieltjes transform defined in [3] which involves both integral and differentiation concept
under one umbrella.
A function

 (t, x) defined for all positive values of t, x

having continuous derivatives upto some desired order over some domain

C is a member of LSa,  (  0) if for each nonnegative integer l, q


 a , k , l , q = sup e at (1 + x )k Dtl (xDx )q  (t , x )
0t 
0 x 
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 Cq Ak k k

A and Cq depend on the everywhere differentiable testing function  and a  R . We get k k = 1 for k = 0

as the constants

LSa ,  of the multinormed space generated by the countable multiform  a , k , l , q l ,q=0


With this topology

is a countably multiform space complete normed real (or complex). Hence a sequence

 =1 should converge to a single point 

LSa ,  for each mentioned earlier nonnegative integers the ideal property helps to establish application aspect in the

the space

transmission of image over wireless network based on the embedded system for  a, k , l , q (
by factor

in

−  ) → 0 as  →  . Multiplication

(1 + x)k is a continuous operator due to which suggest translation by a positive factor. Also additional benefit give rise due
at

to multiplication by exponential function e which is again a series of combinations of infinitely many t' s . So, translation effect
goes on increasing in the defined space. This property allows to rotate move skew elements if 2D or 3D are applied to transformation.

(1 + x )k Dtl (xDx )q  (t , x ) by  (t, x ) .


If a sequence   =1 is a Cauchy sequence in LSa ,  , then    =1 is a uniform Cauchy sequence on 0  t  , 0  x   for

each l, q it can be easily seen that the sequence   (t , x ) =1 converges uniformly on defined interval which explain the existence
.
of smooth function  (t, x ) defined on 0  t  , 0  x   such that   (t , x ) →  (t , x ) and D  → D . Moreover
there exists a real number Nl , q such that for every  ,   Nl , q   (t , x ) →   (t , x )   for a given   0 as  and  tends to
infinity independently.We obtain   (t , x ) →  (t , x )   if  →  and  a, k , l , q ( −  ) → 0 as  →  for all l, q which
results  →  in LSa ,  as it can be easily proved that  (t, x ) is in LSa ,  .
Let us denote e

at

For a1  a2  a3  − − − − − −

 a , k , l , q = sup e a t (1 + x )k Dtl (xDx )q  (t , x )
1

0t 
0 x

 sup e a2t (1 + x ) Dtl (xDx )  (t , x )
k

q

0t 
0 x  

and soon for m = 1,

2, 3, − − − − − − ,  a, k , l , q   . Hence LSam+1 ,  is a subspaceof LSam ,  . The topology of each LSam+1 ,  is

stronger than the topology induced on it by LSam ,  .
Let

 denote either a real number or − 

Let a  =1 be a sequence of real numbers with a   and such that a →  + as → 


We define the countable union space


LS ( ,  ) =  LSa , 
 =1

The topology for



LSa ,  is the strongest possible one.Such the induction map from LSa ,  to LSa ,  is continuous for every choice

of   0 . Since Cauchy sequence for each  in a countably multi-normed space is convergent countable union space LS (,  ) is
complete space. A complete countably multi-norm space is a Fréchet space.

LSa,  , A be the space of testing function  (t, x ) in LSa ,  get by changing A to ( A +  ) due to conversion of polynomial for any

  0.
We have
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LSa ,  =  LSa ,  , A which is a countable union space and therefore the projective limit of Gelfand-Shilov type spaces.
A=1

*

The space LS a ,  which contains set of all continuous linear functional f defined on
If

LSa ,  is the dual space of the space LSa ,  .

 a , k , l , q  Cq B q ' q q ' where q ' is a function depend on l, q which arise as an application of differentiable functions whose

derivatives do or donot exist in the classical sense the space


countable union space LS a =

LSa for   0 have the origin. For the change of from too we have a



 LS 

,B

a

B =1

Let there be given  ,

  0.

, B

, B

( ) is defined by set of all functions  (t, x) defined for

Gelfand Shilov type space LS a , A = LS a , A R

all positive values of t, x belongs to C



(R ) such that C
d

q

d

 0 satisfying

sup e at (1 + x ) Dtl (xD x )  (t , x )  C q A k B q ' k k q q ' for A, B  0
k

q

0t  
0 x  

The Gelfand Shilov type spaces

LSa and  a are given by the union and intersection for A, B  0 of LS a, ,AB and its topology is

given by the inductive and projective limits:

LSa = ind lim LSa, ,AB and a = proj lim LSa, ,AB
A, B0

A, B0





LSa and  a are nontrivial if  +   1 and    0 the union and intersection for A, B  0 of LS a, ,AB .
and the topology for

LSa is the strongest possible one such that the inclusion map from LS a, ,AB to LS a, ,AB is contuous for every

choice of A, B  0 .
The Gelfand Shilov type distributional spaces

(LS )' and ( )' are given by the intersection and union for A, B  0 of (LS )'




a

a

, B
a, A

and its topological sense is given by the projective and inductive limits:

(LS )' =  (LS )' and ( )' =  (LS )'
Here, (LS )' is the dual of LS and ( )' is the dual of 


, B
a, A

a



, B
a, A

a

A, B 0

A, B 0









a

a

a

a

.

The Gelfand Shilov spaces and its distributional spaces possess several properties. For  ,


  0 the Laplace Stieltjes transform is a


a

a

topological isomorphism between LSa and LS  which can be extended to a continuous linear transform from LSa onto LS  . For a
given sequence of positive numbers

( )

p pN
0

and

( )



q qN
0



a broader family of Gelfand Shilov type spaces LS a pq and  a pq are

 ,B

given by the union and intersection for A, B  0 of LS a pq, A and its topology is given by the inductive and projective limits:


 ,B



 ,B

LSa pq = ind lim LSa pq, A and  a pq = proj lim LSa pq, A
A , B 0

A, B 0

(



)



( )


and their topologies are defined in analogous ways as for the spaces. Here LS a pq ' is the dual of LS a pq and  a pq ' is the dual of


 a pq which are introduced to study the Cauchy problems in PDEs respectively, the spaces of ultradistributions of Beurling and
Roumieu type.

CONCLUSION
The proposed approach and technique with topological properties of involved transforms using Gelfand Shilov spaces is a powerful
mathematical tools and classification used to improve employ very effective fast solution more effectively.
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